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Abstract—Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is used in various
smart applications, such as defense, civilian, and healthcare
services. As data in these applications flow through an open
channel, i.e., the Internet, so security and privacy always a
challenging issue. Though many solutions exist for this problem in
literature, but these solutions are not adequate to handle security,
privacy, latency, and efficient real-time delivery of healthcare
services remotely over the wireless communication channel.
Moreover, the existing UAV systems have security, reliability,
latency, and storage cost issues, which restricts their applicability
shortly. Motivated from these facts, this paper proposes VAHAK,
an Ethereum Blockchain (BC) based secure outdoor healthcare
medical supplies using UAVs. VAHAK provides reliable commu-
nication between the UAVs and the entities in a decentralized
manner, which ensures the early delivery of required medical
supplies to the critical patients. In VAHAK, security, privacy,
and reliability issues have been resolved using Ethereum smart
contract (ESC), while storage cost issues are handled with IPFS
protocol. The security vulnerabilities of the VAHAK are tested
on MyThril open-source tool. VAHAK is efficient in terms of data
storage cost as it uses the InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) for
healthcare record storage and 5G-enabled Tactile Internet (TI)
for communication, respectively. Finally, VAHAK performance
evaluation demonstrates its effectiveness as compared to the
traditional systems where it outperforms the existing schemes
with respect to various performance evaluation metrics, such as
scalability, latency, and network bandwidth.

Index Terms—Blockchain, UAV, Healthcare, Outdoor Delivery,
Smart Contracts, Security

I. INTRODUCTION

Healthcare is the prime concern for the overall growth of
any nation, as it delivers medical care services to the people
around the world with a vision to achieve a healthy and
wealthy life. Therefore, the healthcare industry has changed
dramatically over the years as technology upgraded. With
the advent of modular IT systems, the healthcare industry
has revolutionized from 1.0 to 4.0 [1]. Healthcare 1.0 started
in the early 1970s, where medical records were manually
organized and maintained. In the mid-1990s, multiple IT
systems were beginning to get interconnected, and Electronic
Health Records (EHRs) called Healthcare 2.0 [2], [3]. Then,
the year ranging from 2005-2015 was known for Healthcare
3.0 as EHR systems were interconnected, the Human Genome
Project concluded, and medical sensors like wearables and
implantables became more frequent. Nowadays, with the usage

of latest technologies, real-time data collection with faster con-
nection speeds, and AI for data analysis/insights, healthcare
has become more predictive and personalized to the patient is
the era of Healthcare 4.0 [4].

Though healthcare has improved a lot in many areas,
such as telemedicine, telesurgery, record keeping, and disease
prediction [5]. But, the delivery system/supply chain remains
a challenging issues for the healthcare industry [6]. The
healthcare supply chain is different from other industries as
it not only does the carriage of materials but has to deliver
quickly to save the life of an individual. Traditional healthcare
supply chain systems delivered medicines through road trans-
port infrastructure, which has many limitations, such as road
traffic, congested roads, and long-distance to cover. Statistics
given in [7] show that 20% of emergency patients’ deaths
were caused by traffic jams. So, the efficient transformation
in the delivery system is required, as it is the second most
considerable expense for the industries [8].

One plausible solution to the above-illustrated issues is
to change the mode of transportation itself. UAVs can be
preferred for the healthcare supplies in a much faster way.
Moreover, it can fly either autonomously with the help of
digital circuitry installed in it or with a remote controller. An
ambulance drone was made at TUDelft and showed a 93%
faster response time in rural areas and 32% in urban areas than
conventional methods [9]. Though drones have become more
mainstream but the Cybersecurity of UAVs is still a nightmare.
Researchers from Johns Hopkins University identified flaws
in the commercial drones such as vulnerabilities to hijacking,
man-in-the-middle, and injection attacks [10]. This has raised
various concerns about the security and reliability of adopting
drones for healthcare-related deliveries.

However, the issues mentioned above have not been taken
into consideration much by the researchers. For example, in
[11] and [12], the authors have given the prototype of an
emergency air ambulance, which can reach to the required
venue faster than a conventional ambulance. Moreover, it is
integrated with all-purpose medical facilities that support the
team working at a specific hospital. They have used IEEE
802.15.4 (ZigBee) protocol [13] over the GSM communication
channel to transfer data from air ambulance to the hospital.
But, the authors have not given much importance to the com-
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munication network properties, such as bandwidth, latency,
and security. In [14], the authors have developed a quad-copter
prototype, i.e., aero ambulance similar to [11] and [12], but
not as a support to the conventional ambulance, instead as an
independent entity. They have used it to transport blood from
blood banks to hospitals and hospital to hospital with faster
delivery. But, they have not looked into security issues like
drone hijacking and GPS spoofing.

BC and smart contract (SC) seem to be the technological
solutions to overcome the security mentioned above issues
[15]. Motivated from these facts, this paper proposes an
Ethereum BC-based SCs for healthcare supply using UAVs
called VAHAK that ensures the transaction reliably and se-
curity. It is a peer-to-peer (P2P) distributed scheme in which
each peer has a copy of the entire BC, which has no chance of
single-point failure [16], [17]. VAHAK also ensures the trust
between all stakeholders via the immutability and transparency
of records. Ethereum SCs are self-executable, self-verifiable,
self-enforceable, and self-validated the transactions between
system entities [18]. In VAHAK, some important information,
such as timestamp, location, delivery status, and package
transported, is stored into the BC and make it visible to all
peers [19]. Thus, it reduces the security concerns of UAV by
tracking it’s every moment in the chain of blocks. Further, if
the drone starts going off-route, we can rely on an SC to make
it return to base.

To monitor the real-time position of the drone as it flies
to the recipient, VAHAK uses 5G-enabled Tactile Internet(TI),
which is ultra-fast with < 1ms latency, highly reliable as its
downtime is less than 3s per year, and its bandwidth can go
up to 10Gbps [20]. Moreover, it helps to deliver medicines
faster in critical conditions. To store the data on the BC is
quite costly because of its limited storage. So, in VAHAK, we
have used Interplanetary File System (IPFS), a distributed data
storage that increases the throughput and reduces the latency
in data access and synergizes well with the BC technology
[21]. IPFS uses a Merkle Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) to
ensure immutability of added MPi of ith patient, with version
control for updates. It is resistant to security attacks that can
be performed on MPi, ensuring privacy.

A. Research Contribution

Following are the research contributions of this paper.
• An Ethereum SC-based secure approach is proposed to

track the delivery of healthcare supplies by UAVs.
• A IPFS-based decentralized and distributed data storage

approach for VAHAK is designed for fast and reliable data
access.

• Performance evaluation of the proposed scheme by con-
sidering latency, reliability, and data storage cost.

B. Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the system model and problem formulation. Section
III describes the proposed approach. Results and discussion are
presented in Section IV, and finally, the paper is concluded in
Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

This section presents the problem formulation and an
overview of the VAHAK system.

A. System Model

Fig. 1 shows the BC-based secure delivery scheme using
UAV for Healthcare 4.0 called as VAHAK, which comprises
of four entities, such as {EP , EH , EW , EUAV } ∈ E. UAVs
(EUAV ) that deliver the medical supplies, hospital (EH ) that
diagnoses the patient and classifies the EP medical supply
request as critical (C) or non-critical (NC), warehouse or
pharmacy (EW ) from which the medicine is supplied to the
UAVs for delivery, and the patient (EP ) who has called for the
help. The communication transactions of E are stored in the
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Fig. 1: VAHAK System Model.

chain of blocks to show the current status of each delivery to
all the stakeholders. To make sure that the status displayed is
the real-time status (without any delay), the drones and other
entities are connected to the Internet using 5G-enabled TI,
which ensures an ultra-low latency and ultra-high reliability.
Moreover, storing data on BC directly is extremely costly, so
instead, we are using IPFS to store data and its generated hash
in the BC for later access. TI will help to reduce the round
trip latency of accessing IPFS for data storage and store the
hash back to the BC.

B. Problem Formulation

In VAHAK, there are four entities {EP , EH , EW , EUAV } ∈
E that exchanges medical data through BC. The patient entity
EP is defined as {P1, P2, . . . .Pn} having their medical health
records HR = {Ph1, Ph2, . . . , Phn}. Similarly, the hospital
entity EH = {H1, H2, . . . ,Hk} are associated with a set of m
doctors {D1, D2, . . . , Dm}. These entities and their associated
relations are subject to the following constraints.

n,m, k > 0 (1)

∀Pi ∃Hk : (Pi
R©−→ Hh) (2)

where, constraint (2) specifies that for every patient Pi there
is a mapping with at least one H .
HR are stored in distributed IPFS with hash keys
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{H1
K , H

2
K , . . . ,H

n
K} where K ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Each key Hi

K

is mapped with at most one EH . Now, a patient Pi has a
medical prescription (MP), stored in IPFS with the following
attributes.

MPi = {Hi
K , ID(Pi), ID(Dm), ID(Hj), P

i
D, T}

Any ith patient can suffer from C diseases denoted as
{PD1

, PD2
, . . . , PDc

}. The patient enters all associated disease
record as an attribute P iD in MPi, which is shared with Hj

via BC.
Any Pi can view it’s MP from IPFS by unlocking it with

Hi
k. Then, MPi is mapped with Hj through a mapping

relation RPH , representedasfollows.MPi → Hj . Based on
the received request, Hj classifies MPi as critical (C) or
Non-Critical (NC), denoted as M i

C and M i
NC . For critical

illness of the patient, payment settlement can be deferred
for a time-interval T iC as it is an emergency situation. For
non-critical cases, immediate payment settlement is required
through wallets WHj

and WPi
. These actions are subject to

the following constraints.

WPi
> 0, if Pi ∈M i

NC (3)

T iC < Tmax (4)

∀M i
P ∈ {M i

C ,M
i
NC} (5)

The Hj sends an inventory request IR to the entity EW .
In case of critical illness, a token T (M i

C) is generated and
forwarded to EW . For non-critical illness, the payment receipt
is executed through SC, denoted as P (M i

NC) is stored in EW .
However, EW consists of l warehouses {W1,W2, . . . ,Wl}.

IR is forwarded to any bth warehouse in Wl. Any bth ware-
house maintains a priority queue QiW , which consists of all
requests stored according to the criticality score of P iD. M i

NC

can be stored in first-come-first-serve fashion. The request is
packetized with an associated header H(M i

C) and H(M i
NC),

respectively, with the following attributes.

H(M i
C) = {SA(W i

l ), DA(Pi), CS(P
i
D)} (6)

H(M i
NC) = {W i

l , SA(W
i
l ), DA(Pi), CS(P

i
D)} (7)

CS(H(M i
c)) > H(M i

NC) (8)

The aggregated packets {Q1, Q2, . . . , Qp} are sent to
EP via UAV entity EUAV consisting of set of h UAV’s
{UAV1, UAV2, . . . , UAVh}. All UAVs are considered to ex-
hibit fairness policy, i.e., all of them offer the same set of
storage and computing services. Any pth aggregated packet
can be assigned to any available UAVh.

∀UAVh ∃UAVa : assign(UAVa, CS(P
i
D)) (9)

where assign(a, b) is a function that assigns a critical Qb to
UAVa. Any hth UAV has the following parameters.

UAVh = {Qtype, ζp, λ(ζp), τ, Tλ, Tϑ} (10)

where Qtype ∈ {H(M i
C), H(M i

NC)}, and ζp denotes the
carried payload by hth UAV, λ(ζp) specifies the encapsulated
UAV header, τ denotes the set of operational states IDLE,

BUSY, IN-TRANSIT, DELIVERED, FAILED, Tλ is the times-
tamp information of processing λ(ζp), and Tϑ denotes the
timestamp information of Qp delivered to Pi. Initially during
transit Tϑ = 0.

Initially, UAVh will be in IDLE state and after receiving
the packet from QiW , it identifies the Qtype and adds λ(ζp)
at Tλ. Also, the state information changes to BUSY during
the processing. Once the UAV attaches the header, it is ready
for transit towards the destined DA(Pi) as specified in Qp.
The state now changes to IN-TRANSIT over the 5G-enabled
TI communication channel.Then, the Qp is received by Pi and
UAVh changes τ to DELIVERED. Tϑ is updated to current
timestamp, i.e., Tϑ = Tcurr. In case of non-conformance of
delivery due to channel security and privacy issues, UAVh
updates the state to FAILED at timestamp Tf . A proposed
formal security verification is carried out at EW . During
return of UAVh back to EW , it changes its state back to IN-
TRANSIT. On successful return, header information is removed
from UAVh header and state is marked to IDLE for subsequent
allocation of other Qp.

III. VAHAK: THE PROPOSED APPROACH

This section describes the working of VAHAK, a BC-based
secure delivery scheme for healthcare supplies. VAHAK is
secure and eliminates the need for trusted third-party systems
between the communicating parties. It also reduces the ship-
ment cost and improves the latency and throughput of the
system using IPFS protocol for data storage. The BC-based
secure delivery scheme VAHAK is shown in Fig. 2, which is
divided into four different working layers: (i) data collection,
(ii) data process, (iii) transport, and (iv) application layers. The
data exchange is uniformly transacted among the different sub-
layers in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. JSON
offers more readability, map-data structure, aligned code-
structure, and light-weight data exchange solution than XML.
The details about these layers are explained in subsequent
subsections.

A. Application Layer

It consists of a patient who needs medical aid, and a
caregiver or bystander can also be a part of this layer. The
patient, the caregiver, or the bystander can put their request
for healthcare aids from this layer. This layer also gives
the location where the required supplies get delivered by
UAVs and must be in the proximity of EW . The Pi ∈ EP ,
communicates with the HK ∈ EH by sharing its IPFS Hi

Key

and also describes the situation for which the medical aid
is needed as per Algorithm 1. In our system, one EP can
request only one EH at a time, but can forward its request
to any of the available Hk. In other view, multiple EP can
send their requests to one single EH . So, the complexity of
Algorithm 1 is O(n×k). A SC is created between each layer
to establish trust between entities. Here, in VAHAK, the SC
between patient and the hospital is built, which takes care of
the healthcare supply request (by EP ) and also validates it.
When the SC is verified and validated the EP request, then,
it stores the location of Pj , Hi

Key to access their medical
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Fig. 2: VAHAK System Architecture.

records, and other details of the Pj in the BC as a transaction.
Each party (E) to the SC can view its data in IPFS and the
communication transactions at any time.

In VAHAK, we have used open-source technology to create
and deploy SCs is Ethereum BC and Solidity language. After
placing a request (RPatient), the Pj will receive the medical
supplies delivered by UAV and set the status as received in
the BC.

Algorithm 1 Patient request to hospital for medicine
Input: R,MPi, Hk, H

i
Key

Output: EP request (R) is valid or not,
Request-type is {C, NC}, such that
R ∈ {RPatient, RHospital, RWarehouse, RAuthority, RUAV }.

procedure PATIENT REQUEST( R,MPi)
if (R ∈ RPatient) then
Hk ← REQUEST HEALTH SUPPLY(ID(Pi), H

i
Key)

while (Items Left > 0) do
Hk ← ADD PRESCRIPTION ITEMS (MPi)

end while
else
RAuthority ← REQUEST REGISTRATION (R,Pn)

end if
while (TRUE) do

if (No Item Left) then
RPatient ← CSAggregated

ETHTx Fee ← CALCULATE BILL(P i
D)

else
CS(P i

D)← GENERATE CS(P i
D)

CSAggregated ← CSAggregated + CS(P i
D)

end if
end while
Hi ← REQUEST CLASSIFY (CSAggregated)
RPatient→Type → {C, NC}
RV alidate ← VALIDATE PRESCRIPTION (MPi, H

i
Key)

RPatient→V alid → VALID(0:FALSE, 1:TRUE)
if (RPatient→Type == NC) then
RHospital ← TRANSFER(RPatient, ETHTx Fee)

end if
end procedure

B. Data Collection Layer

It consists of EH and its staff where Hj receives the medical
supply request from the patient at the application layer as
RPatient as shown in Algorithm 1. Hi uses the HKey of Pi

to access the patient’s medical records that are stored on the
IPFS data storage system. Based on the Pi past records, Hi

will validate the RPatient and classify it into C or NC based
on the level of criticality (i.e., based on their CSAggregated).
The CS is ranging from 0 to 1, where 0 is the least critical
value, and the values above the 0.75 will be considered as
critical. If the Pi is critical, then the Hk will pass a token as
payment for the transaction to the next layer, i.e., data process
layer and medical supplies to be delivered to Pi against the
RPatient immediately without any delay. Then, the critical Pi
will be given a fixed period to pay the due amount for the
received healthcare supplies.

If the RPatient is NC, then, the hospital first ask for the
payment from the Pi before processing the order. Once the
hospital receives the payment (in ETH), then RPatient will be
passed to the next layer, i.e., the data process layer with its
payment receipt as shown in Algorithm 2. The SC between the
hospital and the warehouse is used to ensure the consistency
and reliability of the supply chain, as the next part of the
process will only be initiated once the payment has been
transferred to the entity EW in the data process layer. The SC
will stores the payment receipt, patient location, and healthcare
supplies as a block in the Ethereum BC.

C. Data Process Layer

It consists of EW , which stores healthcare supplies like first-
aid kits, vaccines, medicines, or insulin. It also maintains a
multi-level priority queue (PQ) based on the criticality score
(CSAggregated) of the request received from the data collection
layer. There are two levels in the PQ, i.e., C and NC.
Moreover, the Ri from Hj at data collection layer is stored
into the PQ according to CSAggregated. The requests at C-
level are stored in order based on their CSAggregated as per
the Insertion sort technique, and at NC-level, the requests are
being stored in the first-come-first-serve manner.
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Algorithm 2 Hospital to warehouse communication
Input: R,MPi, Hk, DA(Pi), CSAggregated

Output: DeliveryInitiation{0 : Successful, 1 : Unsuccessful}
procedure SUPPLY DELIVERY REQUEST( R,MPi, EP )

if (R ∈ RHospital) then
RWarehouse ← REQUEST SUPPLIES(MPi, RPatient)
if (RPatient→Type == C) then
RWarehouse ← GENERATE TOKEN

(RPatient, RHospital,MPi)
RPatient ← GRANT PERIOD(ETHTx Fee, T )

else
RWarehouse ← TRANSFER(RHospital, ETHTx Fee)

end if
else
RAuthority ← REQUEST REGISTRATION (RHospital)

end if
RWarehouse ← ADD TO PQUEUE (RPatient)
while (TRUE) do

if (UAV AVAILABLE() = = TRUE) then
RUAV ← INITIATE DELIVERY(MPi, UAVh)
BREAK()

end if
end while

end procedure

D. Transport Layer

This layer is responsible for transporting the healthcare
supplies via UAVs over the 5G-enabled TI communication
channel [22]. Every EW is connected to the UAV station
through which delivery can be initiated. The UAVs can be in
one of the following states, i.e., {IDLE, BUSY, IN-TRANSIT,
DELIVERED, FAILED} during the process. Initially the IDLE
UAV is being selected for the transport purpose by the EW
at timestamp T . Then, EW attaches the packet header, i.e.,
H(M i

C)orH(M i
NC) along with the healthcare supply of the

selected Ri according to VAHAK priority queue and the state
will change to BUSY. Then, the UAV is loaded and ready to
take off towards the DA(Pi) and the state changes to IN-
TRANSIT. Its current location is continuously updated in the
BC for security and tracking purposes. Through this, all the
entities (E) come to know where actually the drone is (in
real-time) and can be immediately notified if the drone is
acting suspiciously (state changes to FAILED). When the UAV
delivers the healthcare supplies to Pi at timestamp Ti, and both
UAV and patient will confirm the delivery status via SC and
the state changes to DELIVERED. Then UAV returns to its
base station and sets its state to IDLE for the next task.

IV. FORMAL SECURITY VERIFICATION OF VAHAK

This section focuses on the several security features of ESC,
for instance, tx.origin, re-entrancy, tx order dependence, and
time-stamp dependence. It is important to verify the security
vulnerabilities of ESC before its final deployment in the BC
as it immutable and cannot be changed afterwards. Hence, the
security vulnerabilities of VAHAK is tested over the MyThril
open-source tool [23]. It is used to detect various security
bugs or vulnerabilities using various analysis techniques, such
as taint analysis, consoles analysis, and control flow checking.
Compared to other open source tools, MyThril offers symbolic
code-executions for EVM bytecodes [24]. The proposed SC
in VAHAK are analyzed for security vulnerabilities using
MyThril tool. As output, it returned a message “No issues
were detected” which is shown as a snapshot in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Formal security verification of VAHAK

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of VAHAK with
respect to the scalability, bandwidth, latency, and data storage
cost. The detailed explanation is as follows.

A. Bandwidth

The bandwidth utilization of IPFS data storage protocol is
compiled by simulating the IPFS node for one hour duration
in real-time. Fig. 4a shows the relative comparison of net-
work bandwidth utilization by VAHAK with other traditional
schemes. The network bandwidth of Ethereum is around
200Kbps to 300Kbps [25]. VAHAK outperforms in bandwidth
utilization in range 51Kbps to 80 Kbps.

B. Scalability

Fig. 4b shows the improved scalability based on the transac-
tion time and the number of blocks mined during the Health-
care supplement processing of the VAHAK vs. the traditional
approaches (both BC-based and non-BC based). In VAHAK,
the 5G-enabled TI is used as communication medium to ensure
the ultra-high reliability (i.e., 99.999%) and ultra-low latency
(i.e., < 1ms). In VAHAK, any ith patients MPi is stored in
IPFS, and only hash key Hi

K is sent to BC. Hash-key sizes are
stored as 160 bits, which is less than original MPi, whose size
is in bytes. This allows more transactions to be appended to the
BC. Thus, VAHAK offers more transactions to be added to the
chain at the same quantum of time, which provides services the
more number of users, hence improving the overall scalability.

C. Latency

The latency comparison between the traditional approach
and the proposed approach VAHAK based on the number
of transactions is shown in Fig. 4c. Here, we consider the
communication network of VAHAK is 5G-enabled TI, whereas
LTE Advanced in the case of a traditional approach. Fig. 4c
shows the linear regression of the calculated latency values
of both methods. It illustrates that the latency in VAHAK
is relatively low as compared to the LTE-based traditional
approach. The reasoning behind this is the ultra-reliable
low latency communications (URLLC) feature of TI [26],
which It manages to attain round trip latency of < 1ms,
(L5G−TI) < 1ms) with 99.999% of reliability as compared
to the round trip latency of LTE Advanced, which is below
10ms, (LTEAdvanced < 10ms).

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a blockchain-based secure outdoor healthcare
supply delivery scheme using UAVs called VAHAK is pro-
posed. We have suggested deep insights into the traditional
BC-based UAV system and highlight the latency, network
bandwidth, and storage cost issues in detail. We presented how
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(a) Bandwidth with Ethereum [25] (b) Scalability with Traditional system. (c) Latency with Traditional system.

Fig. 4: Performance Comparisons of VAHAK

ESC with IPFS and 5G-TI ensures security, privacy, ultra-low
latency, ultra-high reliability, and cost-effective data storage
by eliminating third-party organizations. We deployed the
SCs over Remix IDE to view the block information. Finally,
the performance of VAHAK is compared by considering the
latency, scalability, and network bandwidth with the traditional
BC-based systems over the LTE-Advanced communication
network. In the future, we will improve the priority queue
performance by eliminating the partial convoy effect with AI
techniques.
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